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Knit-Rite, Inc. is a leading designer, marketer, and manufacturer
of innovative textiles for medical and consumer markets.
For 97 years we have manufactured medical textile
solutions that promote mobility, protection, and comfort.
We remain committed to the continued research
and development and manufacturing of products
with healthy benefits for a better quality of life.
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pring and summer are
truly inspiring times of
the year. It’s the beginning
of warm and sunny weather.
I am always in awe of the
trees and flowers that bloom
this time of year. I love the
promise of a new beginning
and the wonder I experience
during this time of year.
I feel like with each new
season, especially spring
and summer, I get the itch to
push outside the boundaries
of my color comfort zone.
I’m always game to try new
recipes, redecorate my
house, set new goals, or
simply swapping out my
bedding for a palette that
feels more on point with
my current mood. Just like
having more daylight can
boost your mood—hello,
sunshine!—your well-being
is closely connected to
the colors around you.
So, here’s to looking on
the bright side. Check out
our new and bright Spring/
Summer ‘Rite on Point:
The Magazine! You’ll find
a few more extra pages
with more fun readings,
interactive pages and
helpful information. Enjoy
the reading while enjoying
the beauty of more sun
and fresh tree blossoms!
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As always, thank you
for taking the time to
read the magazine!
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With best regard,
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HOW TO LOVE MY

“

“DISABLED” BODY
BE YOUR OWN BEST BUDDY!
I’ll admit—I have this problem, and I have
found that most everyone else does, too.
I’m great at mothering and loving up on
other folks, but terrible when it comes
to myself. When I’m fighting with my
body, I think, “What would I tell a friend
who felt this way? How about a child or
a student?” Somewhere among these
possibilities, I usually find a place to start.
FIND HAPPY SPACES
How we feel is hugely influenced by who we
surround ourselves with. Finding a space
full of people we love being with makes
us happier. It also allows us to be more
comfortable to be ourselves and to be in
our bodies. This can be a community that
directly focuses on these issues or something
less direct. Do you love your body because
it lets you run? Join a running club. If you
feel best when you’re moving, you can
take a class in dance, yoga, swimming, or
whatever you and your body enjoy. Maybe it’s
cooking or painting! So many possibilities.

A common first question I always get about
my “disabled body” is, “How did you do it?
How did you learn to love your body?”
I am going to tell you a secret: I’m still working
on it—every single day. I don’t have all the
answers. I don’t even have most of them,
and you shouldn’t trust anyone who says
they do. However, here are five things
I’ve learned both as a mentor and as a
student that might work for you too.
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ASSOCIATE VALUE WITH JOY
So often we associate our bodies’ value
with ability/inability to meet expectations.
On days when it is hard to see our body as
beautiful, remember that bodies are made
to be lived in. What can we do with our body
that brings us joy? This may change day
to day, and that’s okay. On the really bad
days, when I’ve walked too far, and my legs
hurt, I might say, “at least my hands are for
writing.” When I’m beating myself up for my
inability to do much of anything on a random
Tuesday, I might say: “Today my body is
for drinking tea and staying in bed.” When
we make joy the value in which we measure
ourselves, it is easier to find something to like.

On days when
it is hard to see
our body as beautiful,
remember that bodies
are made to be
lived in.

LEARN A HISTORY LESSON
OF YOUR BODY
Look back at the recent past and ask
yourself, “When was I getting along with
my body best? What is different between
now and then? Was I eating differently?
Was I being more social? Was I getting more
sleep? Was I in therapy, either physical or
psychological?” Don’t use this as an excuse
to judge your current body. This isn’t about
looking different. It is about a time when
you felt better in your body. How can you
apply that to the body you have today?
SHARE WHAT YOU LEARN
We can all be life students and mentors.
But, we are all at different stages and with
different goals. No matter how little you
think you know about loving yourself and
your body, you probably know something
someone else needs. If there is one thing
I’ve learned from writing and mentoring, it is
that making people feel loved in their bodies
is the best thing I’ve ever done. How can I
not love a body that serves that purpose?
I recently heard Mary Schmich’s monologue
“Wear Sunscreen,” where she gives the
advice, “Enjoy your body, use it every way
you can… Don’t be afraid of it, or what
other people think of it. It’s the greatest
instrument you’ll ever own.” This is
awesome advice for learning to love your
body—a very hard task that should be so
easy for us. I hope you enjoy her advice as
much as I did, and use it as your life motto.
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HAVING A BABY
MAKES ME FORGET ABOUT MY DISABILITY
AN AMPUTEEFRIENDLY RECIPE:

STRAWBERRY,
RHUBARB, AND
LIME ICE POPS
YIELDS: 6

INGREDIENTS
2 ½ c ups diced rhubarb (from about 2 stalks)
1½ cups diced strawberries
½3 cup granulated sugar
2 tbsp maple syrup or honey
1 tbsp water
1 t sp lime zest, more to taste

DIRECTIONS

Having a baby makes me forget about my
disability! Okay, so not totally, but most of the
time I don’t think about being disabled. My
mind is so busy with my son, that it is easy to
forget. Plus, I am very sleep deprived, and busy
making sure my little guy is happy! Whenever I
go to the store or any other public place, I love
that conversations easily start up about my son,
and not so much about my legs! It’s refreshing!
I am sure they still notice my legs and have
a tons of questions about my “disability”,
but I don’t hear much about that anymore!
And going to my original thought, they are
not the only ones who don’t think about
my disability—I am not either. Again, it’s
6

probably because I have more important
things to think about! I don’t have to think
about how I am going to do this or that with
Gabe. It just comes naturally—whether it’s
changing his diaper or giving him a bath!
It doesn’t matter. I am focused on mommy
duties. I am thankful for that, because it
makes me feel like a “normal” mom!

1

 sing a medium-sized sauce pan,
U
add the rhubarb, strawberries,sugar,
maple syrup, water, and lime zest
into the pan.over medium heat.
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Remove from heat and let cool for
about 10–15 minutes. Once the
mixture is cooled, add and stir the
lime zest completely.

2

 tir until ingredients are full mixed
S
and the sugar has dissolved.
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 or about 20 minutes, cook the
F
mixture—stirring occasionally—or
until fruit is liquified. There still may
be a few chunks, and that is okay.

Using ice pop molds, pour mixture
and place a popsicle stick about an
1” deep in the mold. Place ice pop
molds into the freezer and freeze
for 6–8 hours, or overnight.
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H
 int: to loosen the ice pops from the
mold, run ice pop molds under hot
water for a few seconds. Enjoy!

RECIPE COURTESY OF
FOOD52.COM

However, there are moments where
suddenly I do remember that I am missing
a few limbs—like when I am trying to
catch a little butt that doesn’t’ want to
be diapered. Those are the moments I
am so thankful for my husband. He’s my
parenting partner, and he’s full of limbs!
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10 CLOTHING ITEMS
FOR 10 DAYS

If you know me, you know that I
love going shopping! But, being
an amputee, most of the time
it can be frustrating and hard
to find the right clothes that
will fit the right way, while also
not making my prosthetic legs
look weird. So, I decided to take
on the challenge of using 10

1

4

different clothing items to use for
10 days. The concept for this is
the 10 x 10 Style Challenge™ by
Lee Vosburgh of Style Bee in 2015.
She came up with the idea to help
her love her current wardrobe
more, and get more creative with
her clothes while she was doing
a month-long shopping ban.
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We added the below to
change up the look even more:
NECKLACES
PURSES
PAIR OF EARRINGS
8

Instead of buying new clothes,
I went through my closet to find 10
clothing pieces and put together a
total of 10 outfits. I chose clothes
that are easy to put on and take off
since certain clothes, skinny jeans
for example, are more challenging
and time consuming for me.

This challenge is perfect for
everyone, as long as you have at
least 10 clothing pieces. Whether
you are an amputee, in a wheelchair,
or able-bodied, I challenge you
take this challenge with me!
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

WESLEY HAMILTON

TK: HOW ARE YOU THESE
DAYS? I KNOW YOUR LIFE IS
BUSIER DUE TO TRAVELS AND
SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS.
WESLEY HAMILTON: I am actually doing
pretty good. Life has become a lot busier
since my episode debuted on Queer Eye.
It has just allowed me to reach more platforms
to spread my message and continue to
live my purpose. Thankfully, it’s a good
opportunity to raise awareness. I think
being busy is good because it makes what
I’m doing feel meaningful and impactful.

P H OT O CO U R T E S Y O F
S O N A E P H OT O G R A P H Y

Many of you may know Wesley Hamilton
(iamwesleyhamilton.com) from Netflix's hit
series, Queer Eye. Of course we're all fans
of the show, but we here at Knit-Rite learned
about Wesley from his organization, Disabled
But Not Really (disabledbutnotreally.
org). DBNR is located just over the state
line from us in Kansas City, Missouri (KnitRite is located in Kansas City, Kansas).
DBNR empowers individuals and helps
them overcome their limitations in order to
live a healthy, independent lifestyle. I got
a chance to speak with the self-proclaimed
"victim to victor" a few months ago about
his story, raising a daughter as someone with
a disability, and his advice for those in the
disabled community who feel depressed
and limited in their abilities. I hope you love
getting to know Wesley as much as I did.

TK: WHAT IS YOUR STORY? HOW
DID YOU END UP BEING IN A
WHEELCHAIR? ARE YOU COMPLETELY
PARALYZED WAIST DOWN?
WH: When I was younger, I was into some
bad habits. It really hadn’t affected me
physically until I suffered from a Spinal Cord
Injury (SCI) after being shot. I cannot move
my legs given my injury. And then all of the
sudden, I was living life in a wheelchair. Along
with adjusting to a new lifestyle, I battled
obesity and fell into a deep depression.

Then I had a wake-up call realizing that
I needed to be a good role model to
my daughter. I began to study nutrition.
That inspired me in an important way because
I saw good nutrition and fitness as a way
to improve my health. I may have been
paralyzed, but I adapted and was set free.

TK: HOW WAS YOUR RECOVERY? I
KNOW YOU HAVE DEALT WITH SOME
DEPRESSION. HOW DID YOU GET
OVER IT? WHAT GOT YOU UP EVERY
DAY DESPITE YOUR “NEW LIFE”?
WH: My recovery was really hard. I wanted
to go back to being normal—back to
the life I always knew. I won’t lie, it was
hard to accept being in a wheelchair.
That life-changing event led to years of
depression and suicidal thoughts. Many days
I just wanted to give up on life itself.

When I reflect back on the day I was shot,
I always wonder, why didn’t he just kill me?
That led to lots of depression. But right after
being shot, I had sole custody of my daughter.
My thoughts about life did not matter when I
realized that everything was bigger than just
me. And that realization got me up every day.
Beyond trying to accept myself, I had to
accept the fact that I was a father. I had to
be stronger than what I saw myself as being
at that particular time. That motivated me to
move on to become the best that I could be.
TK: YOU HAVE AN ADORABLE
DAUGHTER. HOW IS IT RAISING
A DAUGHTER AS A DISABLED
INDIVIDUAL? DOES SHE SEE
YOU IN THAT WAY?
WH: Raising a child with my disability
is pretty challenging. Of course, as my
child was growing up, it was fun playing
games. But we all know once they hit
preteen, it’s a whole different story.

Sometimes I face moments where
my daughter takes advantage of me.
She knows my process, so she knows when
I’ll be in my wheelchair or lying down.
That is so hard mentally and physically.
It can be draining and frustrating.

But it’s also very exciting to know that as a
parent, you are showing your child strength
when the world probably sees you as being
weak or defeated. That gives my daughter
the ability to learn and grow. I see parenting
as raising my child to look to the future, no
matter what it holds—the good and the bad.
We are both learning for and with each other.
Together, we will spread the message to
the world that she sees me as disabled
but not really. She notices my limitations
but also understands that I will not allow
those limitations to confine me.
TK: YOU ARE OBVIOUSLY NOT JUST
ANY WES ANYMORE! YOU ARE WES
FROM NETFLIX ® ’S “QUEER EYE”! AS
AN INDIVIDUAL WITH A DISABILITY,
HOW DID YOU FEEL TO BE FEATURED
ON TV? HOW WAS IT MEETING
ALL THE GUYS FROM SHOW?
DO YOU HAVE A FAVORITE?
WH: I did not really focus on the fact that I
was a person with a disability. I really focused
more on the impact that it would create
because it was a positive representation
that someone with a disability can be on
a TV series like Queer Eye or even just
in the public eye. It was cool to show the
world that a disability can and should
be normalized. I think that was really my
biggest take away from the experience.
Just becoming a positive representative
was humbling. You know, showing the
world what “disabled” can really mean.

Being on the show was pretty great.
The Fab Five are a great team. But I don’t
have a favorite. All of them played a huge
part in my transformation. Spending
time with them and focusing on the
different aspects of my life was so special.
And they all get some Wes love for that!
CONTINUED
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ON PAGE 12
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CONTINUED
FROM PAGE 11

TK: YOU HAVE A BUSINESS. TELL
ME MORE ABOUT IT. HOW CAN
OTHERS HELP YOUR BUSINESS?
WH: I am a public speaker, athlete,
influencer, and the founder of my nonprofit
organization, Disabled But Not Really
(DBNR). I established the organization to
help instill a mindset for those with physical
disabilities. We focus on programs geared
to helping those with disabilities to lead
more independent lifestyles. It’s important
for people to know that lifestyles like that
include a balance of mental, physical, and
emotional well-being. And that’s how we
design our programs. People can help
us by volunteering or donating to the
foundation. Information is provided on
the website, disabledbutnotreally.org.

TK: IF YOU HAD A CHOICE
TO GO BACK TO YOUR LIFE,
WOULD YOU WANT THAT?
WH: Oh no. I would never go back to my

old life. I love the life I have now. I don’t
even want to walk again. I would never
want to change the life I lived prior for the
life I have now. Everything should stay the
same. If someone told me I could blink my
eyes and restart my life, I would not want
to. I truly believe that I’m where I’m meant
to be, and I’ll continue to spread a message
of positivity and resilience, encouraging
others to be the best version of themselves.
TK: WHAT ONE PIECE OF ADVICE
CAN YOU GIVE TO THOSE WHO ARE
FEELING DEPRESSED AND GOING
THROUGH SOMETHING HORRIBLE?
WH: The best advice that I can give to those
feeling depressed is the reminder that we
all have to face diversity. Life is not meant
to be perfect. We have to be mindful of
the many situations we are going to face.
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“
We can allow
something to break us
down, or we can allow
it to empower us.

And ultimately, it is all about the way we
react. We can allow something to break us
down, or we can allow it to empower us.
If you are feeling depressed, look in a mirror
and ask yourself if you can face your own
reflection. If not, change whatever bothers
you. Also, find joy in every moment. Find the
things that make you happy. Those are the
things that are going to set you free.
At the end of the day, you need to accept
yourself, love yourself, and be true to
yourself. Then, you can focus on other
people in the world accepting that.

P H OT O CO U R T E S Y O F
S O N A E P H OT O G R A P H Y

STOP
ASSUMING!

I am here to tell you something
today—stop assuming! That’s right—
you! Every day it is an adventure for
me! I always get random comments,
unsolicited compliments and
uncomfortable questions! But one thing
that always bothers me is when people
assume things! You know what they say
when you assume… So here are some
of the most common things that people
assume when they see me! Enjoy!
MY PROSTHETIC RUNNING LEGS ARE
MAKING ME FASTER. Wrong! No really,
you are absolutely wrong! Even though
blades give me a spring, and I can jump
pretty high with them, they can’t make
me faster! I do all the work! Think about
it. I am missing a knee, calf, ankle,
foot, you know, muscle and bones.
Instead, I am using my hip flexors
and glutes twice as hard to pick up
my prosthetic running leg when I run.
It’s not as easy as you think—trust me!
I AM A VETERAN—I GET LOTS OF
THANKS FOR MY SERVICE. Friends,
I am not even a U.S. citizen! No, I
am not a veteran. I appreciate your
thoughts, though. I am going to tell
you a secret—there are so many
ways to lose a limb. Cancer, diabetes,
and several other diseases are major
factors in limb loss and amputation,

as well as car accidents or anything
that could severely damage your limb.
And don’t forget, you can be born
that way, like me! Just ask me instead
of assuming...or in my case when
I tell them that I am not a veteran,
awkwardly leave—true story!
I MUST BE USED TO HAVING NO
LEGS—IT SHOULDN’T BOTHER
ME THAT MUCH. Again, wrong! I
actually hear this statement quite
often! Just because I was born with
missing limbs, doesn’t mean I’ve just
gotten used to it. It always bothers
me. It bothers me when my friends
are able to go do things that I am
physically limited at. It bothers me
when you stare and secretly whisper
to your friends. It bothers me that the
first impression that someone has of
me is my “legs.” It bothers me that you
don’t think to ask about how I’m doing,
because you think I’m “used to it.”
Being physically and visibly different
than the vast majority of people I am
around is something I’ll never get
used to. I get over it and cope, but
guess what—sometimes it still sucks.

Moral of the story, stop
assuming and mind your own
business on your two legs!
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ACTIVITY CORNER
CAN YOU FIND THE...

W
 ATERMELON SLICE

FISH

SWIMSUIT

HOTDOG

UMBRELLA

BUTTERFLY

SWIM TRUNKS

BINOCULARS

BASEBALL

DOLPHIN

SEASHELL

STRAWBERRY

CALLING ALL SUBMISSIONS
Would you like to see us cover a particular topic or issue in ‘Rite on Point: The Magazine?
Would you like to share a story of your own amputee journey
and be featured in ‘Rite on Point: The Magazine?
Know of anyone who could benefit from ‘Rite on Point: The Magazine?
Please submit your suggestions to:
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SOCIAL@KNITRITE.COM
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YARNING FOR MORE?
FOLLOW TANYA & KNIT-RITE ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

TANYA

KNIT-RITE

TK

Knit-Rite

@tkhvitsko

@knitrite

Tatsiana Khvitsko

Knit-Rite

@tanyakhv

Knit Rite
@knitrite_usa
A N D C H E C K O U T T A N Y A I N K N I T- R I T E ’ S
V I D E O B L O G , ‘ R I T E O N P O I N T,
ON SOCIAL MEDIA!

“CAN YOU FIND THE...” ANSWER KEY

Toll Free: 1-800-821-3094 • Fax: 1-800-462-4707
knitrite.com | blog.knitrite.com | customerservice@knitrite.com
120 Osage Ave. • Kansas City, KS 66105
See our sister company
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